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During the TURP, the display shows the current status of the resection by
superimposing a rendering of the resectoscope onto the patient�s prostate model. The
resected cavity is also rendered. Visual warnings are given if the tip of the
resectoscope is outside the resectable volume.

Despite the prostate being anchored to the adjacent anatomical structures, some
degree of movement is also to be expected. Per-operative ultrasound can be used to
detect and compensate for this movement.

Fig. 1. CASTS in use Fig. 2. Graphical User Interface

Fig. 3. Perspex profiles and ultrasound Fig. 4. The in vivo monitoring system

Fig. 5. Mock-up tools in use in the o.r. Fig. 6. IRED tool (by Traxtal Technologies)
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Mock-ups of instrumentation of the resectoscope have already been tried in the
operating room and were found not to interfere with the procedure (Fig.5). Sterilisable
tools have been manufactured (Fig.6).

2 Materials and Methods

Constraints to Phantom Movement

One of the problems encountered with the TURP trainer was the deformation of the
phantom due to cutting and due to absorption of the irrigating fluid1 during resection.
Also, the forces exerted by the resectoscope on the phantom caused it to move and
deform significantly. Tracking the phantom with the optical tracker was not deemed a
practical solution as it would interfere with the cutting, and because the phantom is
not a rigid body.

A solution that partly solved the problem was the introduction of physical
constraints. A set of Perspex profiles was built to limit the severity of the
displacements and deformations (Fig.3). Complete constraint of the phantom would
be unrealistic and would restrict the movement of the resectoscope, preventing
complete resection. Therefore, some degree of motion has to be allowed which must
then be detected and compensated for.

Prostate Phantoms � The Resectable Volume

It was decided to investigate the use of ultrasound to track the phantom�s (and
subsequently the patient�s) prostate. Since the phantom being used (Limbs & Things,
Bristol, UK) is opaque to ultrasound, an alternative had to be found.

A mould for gelatine phantoms was designed, based on a resection shape from
anatomical diagrams [2]. The phantom has a channel, simulating the urethra, that
allows the introduction of a resectoscope and subsequent resection. The phantom is
inserted into a Perspex box which is filled with gelatine (Figs.7,8). Another channel,
simulating the rectum, allows the insertion of an ultrasound probe. Wires may be
strung across the phantom so that the ultrasound scans can be acquired in known
planes. Replaceable sides on the Perspex box allow the phantom to be cut into slices
corresponding to the ultrasound planes.

Prostate Phantoms � The Modified Limbs & Things

The initial design of the phantom contained a straight narrow urethra, which
constrained the resectoscope to making shallow cuts, so that the whole volume could
not be resected. It was decided to construct a second phantom based on the shape of
the Limbs and Things model used in the CASTS trainer system, with an additional
base section to allow insertion of the ultrasound probe. The Limbs and Things
phantom models the whole of the prostate rather than just the resectable volume and
                                                          
1 The irrigant for the phantom resections was water.
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includes anatomical features such as the verumontanum and bladder neck, thus
allowing a laboratory based assessment of the in vivo system, more closely mimicking
the actual operation.

Fig. 7. A wax cast of the prostate phantom
inserted into the Perspex box. Two Perspex
rods, one through the cast, one below, mark
the locations of the simulated urethra and
rectum.

Narrow channel

Wider channel

Fig. 8. The gelatine prostate in a gelatine
bath. The narrow channel through the prostate
simulates the urethra. The wider channel
below the prostate simulates the rectum.

Formers and moulds for creating the phantom are shown in Figure 9. Three moulds
are required for making the phantom. The formers (a,b,c) were provided by Limbs
and Things. The first mould (d) models the void of the urethra and bladder neck. This
mould is created in two halves by masking off half the former (a) using clay, pouring
over silicone rubber which is left to cure, then removing the clay and pouring the
second half. A latex skin (Fig.10a) is created by repeated filling of the mould with
latex, pouring out the excess and allowing each layer to cure. The second and third
moulds (f,g) are made similarly, and model the prostate capsule and surrounding
matrix respectively.

The latex skin is filled with water and frozen. The latex skin is then placed in the
second mould (e) and gelatine solution is poured into the mould. The solution is 18%
gelatine powder (Supercook, Leeds, England) and 9% psyllium husk powder
(Regucol, Holland & Barrett Ltd, USA) by weight. The psyllium husk powder scatters
the ultrasound beam giving an ultrasound image similar to human tissue [3].

Once set, the gelatine prostate is placed in the third mould which is filled with
gelatine solution excluding the psyllium powder. Food colourings are added to the
gelatine mixtures to visually distinguish the prostate from its surrounds. Once set, the
ice is melted from the latex skin and the skin removed.

The finished phantom is placed inside a latex bladder (Fig.10b) to provide stability
and reduce the likelihood of the phantom tearing on deformation. The bladder also
provides a reservoir for irrigation fluid to collect, thus ensuring that the urethra is
always filled so the ultrasound beam can penetrate the top surface of the phantom.
Figure 3 shows the phantom and bladder constrained with Perspex plates and ready
for resection.
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Fig. 9. Formers and moulds for the gelatine phantom

a b
Fig. 10. a) The latex skin for
the original cavity. b) The
latex bladder which contains
the gelatine phantom. Note
the large hole at the bottom
to allow ultrasound scanning.

Prostate Modelling from Ultrasound

The procedure for generating a patient-specific prostate model is now described.
The surgeon identifies the limits of resection along the urethra by marking points

using the tracked resectoscope. Using a tracked transrectal probe, a series of
ultrasound scans with known position and orientation is collected which intersect the
resectable region. The surgeon demarcates the region of resection within each scan.
Scans may be marked in two ways - with a complete outline if the surgeon can clearly
see the resectable region, or a segmented outline if only parts of the region are visible.
The complete outline is calculated by spline interpolation through a small number of
supplied points.

The outline data consists of a set of points (directly from the segments or
interpolated from the complete outlines) lying on the resection volume boundary in a
cylindrical coordinate system (linear along the line of the urethra and radial
perpendicular to this line). The data is mapped to a 2D data space by assuming that
the radius of the points does not vary much over the interpolation range (which is
valid for a smoothly varying shape such as the prostate) and unwrapping the
cylindrical system onto a flat plane. A 2D Delauney triangulation algorithm is used to
construct a triangular mesh with added constraints to ensure that triangles are not
created from three points which derive from the same ultrasound slice. The radius of
any point on the resection volume surface may be interpolated by finding its
containing triangle and interpolating from the vertices.

The algorithms for performing the triangulation and interpolation are extremely
fast and the resection volume can be rapidly rendered seconds once outline
demarcation is complete. However, the manual outlining process is tedious and time-
consuming. Seven algorithms for automatic prostate recognition in ultrasound from
the literature are currently being assessed [4-12], however no algorithm has been
found which performs faster than manual outlining (many are much slower), and all
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the algorithms fail on images which do not show the boundary with high clarity. This
is particularly problematic since the available ultrasound machine (B&K Medical,
Model 1849) is old and produces very poor images when compared to the state-of�the
art.

Per-operative Ultrasound

Work is underway to assess the potential of per-operative ultrasound for motion and
deformation tracking. In the laboratory, a phantom has been made with a very clear
boundary between prostate and non-prostate regions. Figure 11 shows an ultrasound
image of the phantom taken in a water bath, and without insertion of a resectoscope.
The boundary of the capsule and the urethra cavity are clearly visible. Automated
recognition of the phantom boundary, within images captured from the available
ultrasound equipment, is feasible. It is expected that image processing and model
building time will be short enough to allow rapid update of the computer model as the
phantom deforms.

Fig. 11. Ultrasound image of the gelatine phantom
taken in a water bath

A motorised holder to traverse the ultrasound probe has been designed so that the
phantom may be continually imaged across the region of interest (the resection
volume) during the TURP. The holder has one manual linear axis and one manual
angular axis so that the probe may be positioned and locked to lie along the direction
of the rectum. The motorised axis allows movement of the probe along the rectum
using a stepper motor and lead screw under microprocessor control. The ultrasound
probe is first clamped to the holder and registered with the optical tracking system by
an IRED arrangement on the probe giving initial position and orientation of the probe.
The position of the probe during resection can be obtained through the optical
tracking system, or by using the initial position and calculating position by counting
the steps of the motor. The latter method may be used in the operating theatre where
line of sight to the IREDs on the probe will be obstructed.

A preliminary trial of per-operative ultrasound using a stationary probe without
positional information has been conducted. Figure 12 shows the prostate outline and
slight shadowing caused by the resectoscope within the image. Figure 13 shows the
resected cavity with a much brighter edge than the prostate capsule. Figures 14 and 15
show the artefacts introduced when coagulating and cutting respectively.

The shadow caused by the resectoscope does not completely hide the section of
prostate boundary behind it. Since the positions of the resectoscope and ultrasound
probe within the scan are known, it is possible to anticipate the shadowing and tailor
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boundary detection methods accordingly. The artefacts caused by current through the
resectoscope are far more problematic � indeed they occur at the time when it is
crucial to track the prostate�s movement. One possibility for overcoming this problem
is to momentarily stop the current whilst an image is grabbed, then resume the cutting
whilst the ultrasound probe is moved to the next acquisition position.

The cutting and coagulation artefacts do not pose a problem on the gelatine
phantom, since resection of the phantom is performed without the current switched
on.

Fig. 12. Transrectal ultrasound scan of a
human prostate, showing the shadow cast by
the resectoscope

Fig. 13. The cavity formed (darker area
roughly in the centre of the image) is easily
identifiable

Fig. 14. Artefact whilst coagulating Fig. 15. Artefact whilst cutting

3 Discussion and Conclusions

Prostate phantoms which can be resected with a cutting loop and scanned with
ultrasound are described. The procedure for using ultrasound to track prostate
movement is presented.
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Assessment of tool mock-ups in the operating room has been carried out. This is
the first step towards the evaluation of a computer-assisted surgical monitoring
system for TURP.

A possible drawback is the difficulty for the surgeon to concentrate on the
endoscopic view and also on the computer display simultaneously. The refresh rate
needs to be real-time enough for any prostate movement during resection to be
detected and compensated for. Line of sight between the optical tracker and the IRED
tools needs to be maintained.

The monitoring system can both be used as an assessment and computer-based
certification tool and it has scope for surgery planning and as a training tool.
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